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In January 2005 Kathleen Flanagan, Senior Vice President of Global Outsourcing at EFunds Corporation looked out to the McDowell
Mountains from her Scottsdale, Arizona office. She was contemplating EFunds' positioning in the business process outsourcing (BPO) business and how the firm would capitalize on market opportunities over the next few years. At the end of 2004, EFunds was the third largest BPO business in India and opportunities were growing rapidly:
"In the business process outsourcing space, no one owns more than 5% of the market. It's a highly fragmented market and there's likely to be a lot of consolidation in the future." -Kathleen Flanagan, SVP, Global Outsourcing
EFunds had established itself in the financial services and retail industries as the largest thirdparty electronic funds transfer system in the US. But the company was looking to the rapidly growing business process outsourcing field to fuel future growth. EFunds EFunds' challenge was to further cement a unique presence in the BPO field. Flanagan wanted to hone the firm's competencies and nurture customers who could convert EFunds' services into significant competitive advantage.
Company Background
EFunds was created in 2000 as a spin off from Deluxe Corporation, a $1.2 billion manufacturer of checks and related printed products. At the time of the spin off, the core of EFunds comprised a set of proprietary applications for check verification, debit transaction processing, electronic funds transfers and electronic check conversion. EFunds also acquired Deluxe Global Outsourcing focused on developing process expertise related to transaction processing in its three target industries. This enabled EFunds to devise solutions specific to the challenges those customers were facing. For example, in the telecommunications industry, wireless carriers were under pressure to improve their customer accounting and billing practices. EFunds' expertise in managing customer transactions outstripped that of the industry. So EFunds was able to offer not only process design improvements, but also process management improvements. In addition, EFunds' analytical capabilities enabled it to drive down costs, which was of significant value to embattled wireless providers.
EFunds management found that product designers and operations engineers who worked directly with customers were best positioned to identify opportunities to leverage IT for process improvement: Typically, a customer would engage EFunds to assess a group of candidate processes. EFunds analysts would do two days of on-site data gathering and take another two days back at EFunds to analyze that data and then rank the processes on their "readiness" scores. The analysis indicated which processes might be ready for outsourcing immediately, which processes might never be suitable for outsourcing, and which might be outsourced after some "readiness-inhibitors" had been addressed.
EFunds' Process Readiness Index had five key groups or dimensions: (1) fit with strategic drivers; (2) transition readiness; (3) technology environment; (4) operational impact; (5) and automation and reengineering opportunities.
The fit with strategic drivers metric examined whether outsourcing fit with the potential customer's business values: Global Outsourcing did sometimes take on processes with poor technology support for the transfer between client and vendor data files or services. But the deal worked only if the customer recognized its deficiency and was prepared to accept accountability or pay EFunds to work around the limitation.
Operational impact referred to process documentation. Before a process could be outsourced, the rules for completing the process had to be completely specified. Otherwise, EFunds could not guarantee the quality of a process: Once the analysts had gone over the results of the PRI analysis with a client, they could stage the processes for outsourcing. While EFunds was carrying out the knowledge transfer for those processes that were ready for outsourcing, the client might be documenting some additional processes, or upgrading the technology for processes to be outsourced at a later date. Global Outsourcing believed that its PRI and process transition methodologies were a source of competitive advantage.
Developing Customer Relationships
Client companies' motivation for outsourcing business processes to eFunds had evolved over the years. In early 2005 cutting cost was still a primary driver, but companies were starting to shift their focus to quality improvements. And concerns about quality created interest in process reengineering, process optimization, and ultimately business transformation. EFunds hoped to capitalize on the growing interest in process reengineering and business transformation as a way of saving customers money. Kathleen Flanagan distinguished between two kinds of deals EFunds made with customers: "plug and play" and "partnership" deals.
Plug and Play
Plug and play deals were those in which EFunds was able to achieve significant economies of scale by doing the same activity for multiple customers, using a shared platform and resources that could be shared by every client. These deals were generally priced by the transaction, with a guaranteed minimum number of transactions specified in the contract. EFunds sought plug and play deals in which it could leverage its global interconnectivity, vertical and horizontal domain expertise, proprietary platforms and analytics, and risk database. Flanagan noted that not all processes were wellsuited to plug and play, but some large-scale processes, like collections, were an excellent fit: In EFunds experience, most firms were not agile enough to drive costs out of a process before outsourcing it. The costs of unlearning an old process and relearning a new one were often prohibitive so clients tended to outsource a process "as is." These services were normally priced on the basis of FTE. Inevitably, EFunds' would see opportunities to cut costs or reengineer the process by applying new technology, automating manual processes, or otherwise improving the efficiency, quality and productivity of the process. These improvements might eventually lead to greater standardization across EFunds' customers. Thus, some processes that were developed in a partnership might eventually become plug and play: 
